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In this paper we use the Shreve hydraulic potential equation to predict subglacial lakes
and meltwater drainage pathways beneath the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets. For
the Antarctic Ice Sheet we are able to predict known subglacial lakes with a >70 %
success rate, which demonstrates the validity of this method. Despite the success in
predicting known subglacial lakes the calculations produce two-orders of magnitude
more lakes than are presently identified, covering 4 % of the ice-sheet bed. The difference is thought to result from our poor knowledge of the bed (which has resulted
in artefacts associated with the interpolation method), intrinsic errors associated with
the simplified modelling approach and because thousands of subglacial lakes, particularly smaller ones, remain to be found. Applying the same modelling approach to
the Greenland Ice Sheet predicts only 90 lakes under the present-day ice-sheet configuration, covering 0.2 % of the bed. The paucity of subglacial lakes in Greenland is
thought to be a function of steeper overall ice-surface gradients. As no lakes have currently been located under Greenland, model predictions will make suitable targets for
radar surveys of Greenland to identify subglacial lakes. During deglaciation from the
Last Glacial Maximum both ice sheets had more subglacial lakes at their beds, though
many of these lakes have persisted to present conditions. These lakes, inherited from
past ice-sheet configurations would not form under current surface conditions, suggesting a retreating ice-sheet will have many more subglacial lakes than an advancing
ice sheet. This hysteresis effect has implications for ice-stream formation and flow,
bed lubrication and meltwater drainage. The lake model also allows modelling of the
drainage pathways of the present-day and former Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets.
Significantly, key sectors of the ice sheets, such as the Siple Coast (Antarctica) and
NE Greenland Ice Stream system, are shown to have been susceptible to drainage
switches and capture by neighbouring networks during deglaciation thus far.
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Understanding the drainage of meltwater beneath ice is fundamental to resolving iceflow dynamics because water pressure influences both the strength of the subglacial
sediment and the frictional interaction between ice and its sole (Clarke, 2005; Schoof,
2010). However, subglacial meltwater drainage is dynamic in space and time and
varies in a complicated manner coupled to ice mechanics (e.g. Bartholomew et al.,
2010). Possible meltwater networks at the ice-bed interface are thought to include:
(i) discrete tunnel systems (e.g. Röthlisberger, 1972; Walder and Hallet, 1979; Nienow
et al., 1998); (ii) distributed networks of passageways and cavities (e.g. Lliboutry, 1979;
Kamb, 1987; Sharp et al., 1989); (iii) thin water films (e.g. Hallet, 1979; Lappegard
et al., 2006); and (iv) Darcian flow through sediments (e.g. Hubbard et al., 1995). These
drainage configurations evolve on daily to millennial time-scales as basal conditions are
perturbed (Hubbard et al., 1995; Bartholomew et al., 2010).
The identification of subglacial lakes beneath the Antarctic Ice Sheet (AIS) (Robin
et al., 1970) has altered our perception of how meltwater drains and is stored beneath
large ice masses (e.g. Smith, 2009). Indeed, subglacial lakes beneath the AIS are now
known to comprise a crucial component of the subglacial environment, capable of actively interacting with the surrounding hydrological network and transmitting large volumes of meltwater between lakes and towards the grounding-line (e.g. Wingham et al.,
2006; Fricker et al., 2007; Smith, 2009). An inventory of over 380 known subglacial
lakes has been compiled recently for the AIS (Wright and Siegert, 2011), and thus,
unlike the subglacial hydrological system as a whole (i.e. the pathways and networks),
we have a decent (and rapidly improving) understanding of the spatial distribution and
geometry of subglacial lakes. They are therefore a valuable resource for constraining
and testing glacial models (Pattyn, 2010).
Despite conceptual breakthroughs in how we understand subglacial hydrology, relatively little is known about the distribution of water and the form of the drainage system.
And although subglacial lakes are being identified beneath the AIS, they have only been
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posited under other (palaeo-)ice sheets (e.g. Livingstone et al., 2012). One method of
investigating the subglacial hydrological network is to calculate the hydraulic potential
from the bed and ice-surface topographies (Shreve, 1972), and then to use simple
routing techniques to derive meltwater flowpaths and subglacial lakes (e.g. Evatt et al.,
2006; Siegert et al., 2007; Wright et al., 2008). This method has potential application in
predicting and investigating subglacial hydrological systems in both contemporary and
palaeo- settings and it is therefore important to verify how well hydrological calculations
replicate known subglacial drainage configurations.
In this paper, subglacial meltwater drainage pathways and lakes are calculated both
for the present-day Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets, and over the last 20 000 yr of
their evolution. The inventory of subglacial lakes for the AIS (Wright and Siegert, 2011)
is used to test whether the hydrological potential can be used to predict the pattern
of known subglacial lakes. In particular, because the ice thickness and bed topography are delimited from radar data that uses the subglacial lake-surface reflector, the
hydrological potential surface will include known lakes. This may consequently preclude their identification. If known subglacial lakes can be predicted the simulated subglacial lakes will allow us to simulate locations where subglacial lakes have not been
observed, both beneath the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets. Derived subglacial
meltwater flowpaths provide information on hydrological connections, the structure of
the drainage system and their association with ice-stream corridors (see Siegert et al.,
2007, for a similar approach). Subglacial meltwater pathways and lakes calculated at
time-slices through the deglaciation thus far, of both the Antarctic and Greenland ice
sheets, allow an assessment of the sensitivity of subglacial hydrological pathways and
subglacial lakes to ice-sheet evolution (e.g. Wright et al., 2008). This has allowed us
to speculate on the likely changes in subglacial lake formation and drainage during the
last deglaciation, and to predict what may happen in the future.
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The flow and storage of meltwater under ice masses is principally governed by the
hydraulic potential (Φ), which is a function of the elevation potential and water pressure
(Shreve, 1972):
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(1)

where ρw is the density of water (1000 kg m−3 ), g is the acceleration due to gravity, h
is the bed elevation and Pw is the water pressure. The water pressure is a function of
the ice overburden pressure and effective pressure:
10

Pw = F (ρi gH)

15

where ρi is the density of ice (917 kg m ), H is the ice thickness and F is the flotation
criterion, which describes the effective pressure as a ratio of subglacial water pressure, Pi, to the ice-overburden pressure, Pw (F = Pw/Pi). Understanding the spatial
and temporal distribution of basal meltwater pressure at the ice-bed interface is nontrivial and depends on the underlying geology, and (changes in) the configuration of the
drainage system, basal ice temperature and ice-overburden pressure (Clarke, 2005).
However, limited borehole observations show that Pw is close to the ice overburden
pressure (F > 0.95, (e.g. Kamb, 2001) and therefore an assumption can be made that
F = 1 (effective pressure is zero), allowing us to re-write Eq. (1) as:

(2)
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If we assume the ice sheet was wholly warm-based and that basal melting and effective
pressure were uniformly spread, Eq. (3) can be used to compute a three-dimensional
surface of the hydraulic potential at the ice-sheet bed from Digital Elevation Models
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Ice-surface and bed topographies were taken from the new BEDMAP2 dataset, which
is interpolated from 25 million measurements and constructed at 1 km resolution
(Fretwell et al., 2013). In addition, BEDMAP2 was re-gridded at 5 and 10 km to explore the effect of grid size on the calculations, and an updated version of the original BEDMAP (ALBMAP: Le Brocq et al., 2010) was used as a data comparison. The
formation of subglacial lakes influence ice dynamics and cause a flattening of the icesurface slope. This opens up a potentially circular argument because the predictions
will tend to pick up the resultant flat ice-surfaces rather than the initial hydraulic minima
that caused the subglacial lake to form. To account for this circularity the ice-surfaces
of BEDMAP2 and ALBMAP were smoothed to remove surface features, effectively removing any ice-surface elevation perturbations that reflect existing lakes. Deglacial ice
and bed topographies at 5, 10, 15 and 20 thousand-year intervals were derived from
the glimmer-community ice-sheet model; the margins and thicknesses are constrained
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(DEMs) of the ice and bed surface topographies. Because meltwater should follow the
maximum gradient of the hydraulic potential surface, simple routing mechanisms in
a GIS (ArcMap) can be used to simulate meltwater pathways and to identify locations
of hydraulic minima where subglacial lakes may develop (e.g. Evatt et al., 2006; Siegert
et al., 2007; Wright et al., 2008). It is also possible to arbitrarily investigate the sensitivity
of subglacial lakes and meltwater pathways to uniform increases in effective pressure,
by modifying the F -fraction in Eq. (2) accordingly.
Equation (3) can be re-arranged to demonstrate the well-known result that the contribution of the ice-surface gradient to the hydraulic potential is a factor of ≈ 10 times
that of the bed gradient. Thus, the ice-surface, which is capable of rapid changes in
ice elevation and slope, is the primary driver of subglacial water. However, the weaker
influence of the bed is partially offset by its greater relief and spatial variability (Wright
et al., 2008).
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– Deriving subglacial lake predictions in regions of the bed where blocks of high
density radio-echo sounding data have been collected (see Fretwell et al., 2013),
so as to reduce the influence of gridding artefacts and smoothing on subglacial
lake predictions.
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– Calculating the percentage of known lakes ≥ 5 km long identified from the pre2
dictions and discarding those simulated lakes < 5 km to explore the influence of
subglacial lake size.
– Using a modelled basal thermal regime (from Pattyn, 2010, Fig. 1b) to mask out
subglacial lakes predicted to form in cold-bedded regions of the bed where meltwater is absent.
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by an extensive database of geological and glaciological information (see Whitehouse
et al., 2012, for a full description of the model).
Cells that have more than 5000 cells flowing into them were used to arbitrarily define
networks of meltwater flow concentration. A simulated subglacial lake was deemed
successful in predicting a known subglacial lake if it was within a buffer defined by the
known lake’s length. Where the subglacial lake’s length was not recorded or known
we used the modal length (5 km), taken from the latest lake inventory (Wright and
Siegert, 2011). Two statistics were calculated to investigate the ability of the predictions
to replicate the known distribution of subglacial lakes:
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DEMs of ice-surface and bed topographies (from Bamber et al., 2001a,b) were used
to calculate hydraulic potential surface at the bed of the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS)
on a 5 km grid. To investigate subglacial hydrological changes of the GrIS since the
Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, 21 thousand years ago), output from Huy2, a threedimensional thermomechanical model (Simpson et al., 2009) was used to produce
ice-surface and bed topographies at 1 thousand year time-slices through the evolution
of the ice sheet for both F = 1 and F = 0.75. Importantly, the model is constrained by,
and in good agreement with, observations of relative sea level as well as field data on
past ice extent (Simpson et al., 2009). Likelihood maps indicating the percentage time
that subglacial lakes existed throughout deglaciation thus far were derived, to explore
the stability and evolution of the simulated subglacial lakes.
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The subglacial drainage pattern produced for the BEDMAP2 dataset (grid size of 1 km)
and for F = 1, is displayed in Fig. 1a, and provides an update of the work presented
by Wright et al. (2008) using BEDMAP (grid size of 5 km). Meltwater flow is arranged
in a series of discrete catchments, with meltwater flowing from central ice-divides towards the margin. Drainage networks reveal subtle variations in their geometry, including: (i) classical dendritic; (ii) angular; (iii) convergent; and (iv) parallel patterns (see
inset circles in Fig. 1a). Subglacial meltwater tends to be concentrated along the major fast-flowing ice stream corridors where the ice-surface has been lowered relative
to the surrounding ice sheet. Of the known subglacial lakes, the largest, Subglacial
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Lake Vostok (East Antarctica) is shown to drain through the Transantarctic Mountains
(Fig. 1a).
Simulated subglacial lakes are relatively commonplace, with 31 250 simulated lakes,
occurring over ∼ 4 % of the grounded AIS (Fig. 1a, Table 1), dropping to 12 662 and
2.5 % respectively when cold-bedded regions are masked out (Fig. 1b, Table 1). They
are prevalent beneath the East and West Antarctic ice sheets, occurring at a range
of scales and congregating below ice-streams and ice-divides, often along or at
the source of major subglacial drainage routeways. Rugged regions of the bed display a greater tendency towards ponding, as do localities where the ice-surface has
a rough texture; the curvi-linear distribution of simulated subglacial lakes inland of the
Transantarctic Mountains is primarily a result of surface irregularities. The most significant subglacial lakes are observed beneath ice-divides, with the largest located close
to the South Pole and second-largest successfully delimiting Subglacial-Lake Vostok
(Fig. 1a). In contrast, they are relatively rare beneath the rugged Antarctic Peninsula
hinterland where they typically form small lakes.
Of the known subglacial lakes, 70 % are successfully predicted from the BEDMAP2
dataset, rising to 86 % when just those lakes ≥ 5 km long are considered (Table 1;
Fig. 1a). Predictions restricted to the most densely-surveyed zones of the bed generate 4296 lakes and successfully identify 63 % of the known subglacial lakes and 94 % of
the subglacial lakes ≥ 5 km long. In contrast, the smoothed, 5 km and 10 km re-gridded
datasets, and ALBMAP grids are less capable of predicting known subglacial lakes (Table 1). However, there is little empirical difference between BEDMAP2 and ALBMAP
predictions of the same resolution, and comparable results are also observed from the
preferential selection of densely-surveyed bed regions (Table 1). For the BEDMAP2
dataset, those known subglacial lakes located within 100 km of an ice-divide have
a 54 % success rate, compared to 75 % for those located further than 100 km away.
In addition, where the ice is < 2500 m thick, 81 % of the known subglacial lakes are
successfully identified, compared to 66 % beneath ice > 2500 m thick. This suggests
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Figure 2 reveals the simulated drainage patterns and subglacial lake predictions at 20,
15, 10 and 5 thousand year timeslices during the deglaciation of the AIS. These suggest that meltwater drainage under the AIS was relatively stable throughout deglaciation thus far, with drainage configurations comparable to the present-day ice sheet (see
Fig. 1a). However, significant meltwater switches and drainage capture are observed.
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the model is better at identifying known subglacial lakes in ice-stream regions than
beneath ice-divides.
Given the high frequency of simulated subglacial lakes (Table 1) it is conceivable
the high success rates could occur by chance. In other words, the large number of
simulated lakes may preclude a low percentage of hits because they occupy a large
expanse of the ice sheet bed. To test this we randomly redistribute the 386 known
subglacial lakes and recalculate the percentage that are successfully predicted. Despite carrying out multiple iterations percentages between 30–35 % are consistently
recorded. This gives us confidence that the high success rates are real and not an
artefact of chance.
For the same scenarios, we also looked at the percentage of simulated subglacial
lakes that correspond to known subglacial lake locations. This is more complicated
because we do not have a complete inventory of subglacial lakes, and so a negative
result does not preclude a correct prediction. Of the simulated subglacial lakes derived
from BEDMAP2, only 3 % occur within the buffer zone of known subglacial lakes, with
this value rising to 7 % when just those lakes ≥ 5 km2 are included in the calculations
(Table 1). Simulations restricted to densely-surveyed zones of the bed perform slightly
better, with 5 % of the simulated lakes corresponding to known subglacial lake localities,
2
and 12 % when just those simulated subglacial lakes ≥ 5 km are included (Table 1).
Similarly, when subglacial lakes in cold-bedded regions of the AIS are masked out the
simulations record a 5 % success rate, rising to 9 % when simulated subglacial lakes
2
≥ 5 km alone are considered.
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For instance, meltwater flow from Subglacial Lake Vostok, which is currently predicted
to drain through the Transantarctic Mountains (Fig. 1a), is simulated to drain towards
Wilkes Land during the four deglacial time-slices (Fig. 2). Furthermore, the Siple Coast
drainage network repeatedly shifted position as ice retreated (see Fig. 3). Indeed, during the 15 000 yr time-slice meltwater was captured and focused through a single (dominant) pass in the Transantarctic Mountains, while at 20 and 10 thousand-years before
present two major drainage routeways were thought to have been in operation (Fig. 3).
By 10 000 yr ago, the western-most drainage network (basin 1 in Fig. 3) had been
almost completely subsumed by its neighbouring catchment, and by 5000 yr before
present West Antarctica was providing the majority of the meltwater instead of East
Antarctica, which previously dominated.
Simulated subglacial lakes are relatively stable during deglaciation, especially beneath ice-divides in East Antarctica. However, short-lived subglacial lake formation is
predicted during expansion of ice to the shelf edge throughout the Antarctic Peninsula,
parts of West Antarctica, across the continental shelf and through the Transantarctic
Mountains (Fig. 2). The frequency distribution of simulated subglacial lake areas is similar for all four deglacial timeslices and a similar pattern if also observed for the presentday ice-sheet configuration (Fig. 4). Although very large subglacial lakes, greater than
2
2
300 km , are simulated, the vast majority are < 5 km in size. This pattern is comparable to the distribution of known subglacial lake lengths, although the slight drop in
frequency observed in the smallest (< 12 km long) known lakes is not replicated by the
simulations (Wright and Siegert, 2011).
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Subglacial lakes and meltwater drainage networks are displayed in Fig. 5, where they
are compared against ice-surface velocity measurements (Joughin et al., 2010) and
observed hydrological outlets at the ice-sheet margin (after Lewis and Smith, 2009).
Like Antarctica, meltwater drainage beneath the GrIS is organised into a series of
discrete catchments composed of dendritic pathways that broadly flow from the icesheet centre to the margin (Fig. 5). Meltwater flow concentration is demonstrated along
the fast-flowing corridors of the ice sheet, with significant drainage networks feed2
ing the Northeast Greenland Ice Stream (NEGIS) (108 925 km ), Jakboshavn Isbrae
(103 575 km2 ) and the Petermann Glacier (61 850 km2 ) (Fig. 5b). A qualitative relationship is also observed between ice-surface velocity and the size of the meltwater
drainage network. Moreover, a good general agreement between predicted and known
meltwater outlets was demonstrated by Lewis and Smith (2009) (Fig. 5a).
The hydrological modelling simulates ninety subglacial lakes beneath the GrIS, which
cover ∼ 0.2 % of the GrIS bed. They are typically small features located in the rugged
eastern sector of the ice sheet, close to ice divides. Indeed, apart from the Petermann
Glacier and NEGIS there is little evidence for ponding beneath the fast-flowing arteries of the ice sheet (Fig. 5b). Moreover, there is a paucity of subglacial lakes within
the deep basin of the northern sector of the ice sheet, where the main north-south
1188
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presence of subglacial meltwater at its bed (Dahl-Jenson et al., 2003; Oswald and
Gogineni, 2008, 2012). Is this because there are no subglacial lakes? If so, what conditions inhibit their formation? Or are there subglacial lakes at the bed that remain to
be found?
Given the high percentage of known subglacial lakes predicted beneath the AIS
(Sect. 3) we suggest simple hydrological calculations can be a useful tool for simulating
subglacial lakes and drainage pathways beneath other (palaeo-)ice sheets. With this
in mind, we now investigate the subglacial drainage network of the GrIS in its present
and past states, including the potential for subglacial lake formation.
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Like Antarctica, meltwater drainage under the GrIS is predicted to have been broadly
stable, with little large-scale re-organisation in hydrology since the LGM (Fig. 6). However, subtle switches in subglacial water drainage are still demonstrated (Fig. 6). For
instance, in west Greenland the northern limb of the Jakobshavn drainage network
was captured by the Uummannaq system 16 000 yr ago; and the NEGIS drainage
catchment expanded southwards during the 10 000 yr timeslice (Fig. 6). Also, between
12 and 11 thousand years the north GrIS, which was previously (and subsequently)
dominated by NW and NE subglacial drainage pathways become a key hydrological
connection to the western sector of the ice sheet (Fig. 6).
Subglacial lakes are predicted at all time-slices through the evolution of the GrIS
(Figs. 6, 7, 8). More than 300 subglacial lakes are simulated at each of the time-slices
between 19 and 16 thousand years ago, with the number then dropping rapidly to < 70
lakes by 9000 yr before present whereupon it remained relatively steady. Likelihood
predictions for F = 1 show a tendency for subglacial lake formation in mountainous terrain, both along the eastern sector of the ice sheet and within fjords (Fig. 7a). Between
19 and 11 thousand years ago > 40 % of the predicted lakes are located beyond the
present ice-margin position. Lakes are typically small and do not show much proclivity
for stability throughout the evolution of the ice sheet. In contrast, subglacial lake formation is extensive for F = 0.75, and the lakes are large, remaining relatively stable
throughout deglaciation (7b).
Figure 8a demonstrates a decrease in the area covered by subglacial lakes concomitant with a reduction in GrIS size. The period of greatest ice recession, between
14 and 10 thousand years ago, is associated with the largest reduction in subglacial
lakes (Fig. 8a). However, the change in subglacial lake area does not decline linearly
with ice sheet size. This is illustrated by the decline in percentage of the grounded
1189
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ice-divide is situated (Fig. 5). However, despite the 5 km grid size and low frequency
a similar distribution of subglacial lake areas to the AIS is observed (Fig. 4).
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a rough decline is observed for the four modelled Antarctic deglacial timeslices.
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Results presented in Sect. 3.1 demonstrate hydraulic potential calculations are able
to successfully predict a large percentage of known subglacial lakes (> 70 %) beneath
the AIS. The incorporation of the subglacial lake-surface reflector in the bed topography and thickness grids has generally been considered a fatal flaw in using hydrological
potential equations to identify subglacial lake locations. Yet, the high percentage of subglacial lakes that are successfully predicted questions this logic. For instance, we are
able to accurately delimit the extent of Subglacial-Lake Vostok (Fig. 1a) despite the
incorporation of its lake-surface reflector into the BEDMAP2 topography grid. We suggest two reasons why this might be the case. Firstly, a subglacial lake would have to be
filled to its hydraulic potential lip to fully smooth out the minima. While this might be the
case for a few subglacial lakes that are just about to drain, the majority are likely to be
at some intermediate state of filling (e.g. Smith, 2009, and references therein). Consequently, the hydraulic potential difference between the simulated lake lip and potential
surface could be combined with recharge rates to estimate the time period leading up
to drainage. Secondly, because of the coarse resolution of the grid (1 km or greater)
lake outlets may become smoothed, therefore artificially raising the depth required to
trigger drainage. Raising the base-level at which drainage may occur by smoothing
the topography would, however, also pick-out basins not able to host subglacial lakes,
leading to over-predictions (see Sect. 5.1.2).
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Increased subglacial lake genesis is predicted to have occurred when the ice sheet
was larger and extended onto the continental shelf (Fig. 2). This includes repeated
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A large percentage of simulated subglacial lakes do not correspond to known subglacial lake locations (< 10 %). This could be due to: (i) error in the input datasets; (ii)
because many of the subglacial lakes are yet to be identified; and/or (iii) processes
not included in our simple model, e.g. dynamic spatial and temporal variations in water
pressure. Of these options, the third is least preferable as it would indicate the model
is not an appropriate technique for identifying or predicting subglacial lakes.
Despite our improved knowledge of the topography beneath the AIS, the number
of 5 km cells containing radar data still only comprises 36 % of the grounded bed in
the updated BEDMAP2 dataset (c.f., Fretwell et al., 2013). The percentage of the bed
covered by radar surveys will be even lower as the data are lines (e.g. flight lines) not
grids. A large part of the discrepancy between number of simulated and known subglacial lakes is therefore probably because of an incomplete knowledge of the bed,
and in particular because of erroneous subglacial lakes associated with gridding artefacts (Fig. 1). Moreover, because we assume the bed is pervasively warm-bedded,
subglacial lakes are predicted in regions that are currently cold-bedded with the potential for subglacial lake genesis. This will also result in numerous negative results
(see Table 1, Fig. 1b). This inference is supported by the improved success of the simulations at predicting known subglacial lakes in densely-surveyed blocks of data and
where cold-bedded regions are masked out (Table 1). Although our simulations show
the potential for subglacial lake genesis, and the frequency histograms (Fig. 4) hint at
many small subglacial lakes yet to be found, discriminating between the two remaining
error terms would require further validation of the results against radar data.
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palaeo-subglacial lake formation in the rugged interior of Marguerite Bay in isolated
basins connected by meltwater channels (e.g. Anderson and Oakes-Fretwell, 2008),
and the temporary formation of a shallow subglacial lake in Palmer Deep 15 thousand
years ago (see Domack et al., 2006).
The ice-surface flattening feedback resulting from subglacial lake formation (e.g. Livingstone et al., 2012, and references therein) sets up the intriguing possibility that
many of the present-day subglacial lakes have been inherited from past ice-sheet configurations, and would have already drained without this stabilizing feedback. Such an
example of hysteresis implies that, for the same geometry, a retreating ice-sheet yields
considerably more subglacial lakes’ than one advancing. It therefore follows that many
subglacial lakes formed during the last deglaciation, under different ice-sheet geometries, still exist beneath the present-day AIS. Table 2 gives some support for this, with
40–44 % of the known subglacial lakes successfully predicted during each deglacial
timeslices, rising to 53 % when they are all included. Smoothing the ice-surface should
remove inherited subglacial lakes whose existence depends on the ice-surface flattening feedback. Indeed, there is 15 % less chance of hitting a known subglacial lake
when the BEDMAP2 ice-surface has been smoothed (Table 1). We can test whether
the subglacial lakes, which have been smoothed out, were derived from past ice-sheet
configurations by summing the smoothed subglacial lake simulations with those from
the deglacial timeslices (see Table 2). The result is a 20 % increase in the ability to predict known subglacial lakes (to 75 %), which is twice that accomplished by summing
the 1st order simulations with the deglacial timeslices (Table 2). This implies that the
deglacial simulations can account for ∼ 20 % of the known subglacial lakes and that
10 % of subglacial lakes persist solely due to the ice-surface flattening feedback.
The implications of this stabilizing feedback on short-term subglacial lake stability
and longer-term differences between advancing and retreating ice-sheet modes are
unknown. Certainly, this work suggests that subglacial lakes are more pervasive (and
therefore of greater importance) during the deglacial phase, which has resonance for
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The meltwater drainage routeways simulated using BEDMAP2 result in a broadly similar network to that calculated by Wright et al. (2008). Subtle variations in the simulated
drainage pattern beneath Antarctica (Fig. 1a) are thought to reflect broad underlying controls, such as slope and structure (c.f., Twidale, 2004, and references therein),
on glacial processes. Classical dendritic patterns are typically associated with very
slight surface slopes and/or regions with no significant structural control. It is therefore
no surprise that this pattern characterises many of the interior zones of East Antarctica where ice-surface slopes were very low, and regions of the bed smoothed due
to lack of data (Fig. 1a). In West Antarctica, especially inland of the Amundsen Sea,
and south of the Transantarctic Mountains the patterns is more angular, perhaps due
to strong structural/tectonic control (e.g. arrangement and spacing of fault and joints).
The strongly convergent pattern of meltwater drainage, from the South Pole into the
Ronne Ice Shelf, could reflect the former breaching of a large bedrock ridge, with the
subsequent lowering of the drainage level leading to capture of the surrounding hydrology. Finally, strongly parallel drainage geometries imply control of flow by gradient,
which is in agreement with the ice-marginal drainage pattern where ice-surface slopes
are greatest (Fig. 1a).
Figure 1b illustrates how various subglacial drainage routeways, especially around
coastal sectors of the EAIS (e.g. Dronning Maud Land, Terra Adélie and Enderby Land)
traverse cold-bedded zones not conducive to meltwater generation or drainage (see
Pattyn, 2010). These cold-bedded rims may in some cases act as natural seals, promoting subglacial meltwater storage up ice-flow, and/or diverting drainage pathways
(see Livingstone et al., 2012).
Wright et al. (2008) demonstrate that hydrological flow directions can be highly sensitive to slight changes in ice-surface topography. And although the broad-scale pattern
1193
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ice-stream formation and flow, bed lubrication, meltwater drainage and eventually icesheet collapse.
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In contrast to the AIS, the scarcity of subglacial lakes simulated beneath the presentday GrIS (∼ 0.2 % of bed area) suggests they are not a major component of the hydrological network. Indeed, this result is probably an overestimate because the bed is not
wholly warm-based. Geophysical radar data from North Greenland suggest that only
13–20 % of the bed is thawed (Oswald and Gogineni, 2008, 2012), while there is little
evidence for subglacial lakes beneath warm-based ice stream corridors (Fig. 5b). That
this simplified analysis of the subglacial hydrology is not able to produce widespread
ponding of subglacial meltwater leads us to deduce that the bed and ice-surface geometry of the GrIS is not conducive to significant subglacial lake development. Since the
influence of the ice-surface on hydraulic potential is about ten times that of the bed (e.g.
Shreve, 1972) the lack of subglacial lakes can be reconciled with the steep ice-surface
gradients of the GrIS compared to the AIS (see Fig. 9). However, not all water is able
to escape, and where the bed is rough, such as in the mountainous eastern sector of
2
the ice sheet, subglacial lake formation (≥ 5 km ) is possible (Fig. 7). Indeed, it can be
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of meltwater flow during the last deglaciation is predicted to have been broadly stable
(Fig. 2), we also note several regions susceptible to drainage capture or migration. For
instance, we observe a similar sensitivity in the drainage of Subglacial Lake Vostok (c.f.,
Wright et al., 2008). Moreover, the Siple Coast drainage configuration is shown to have
shifted repeatedly during deglaciation (Fig. 3). This is probably due to the low angle of
ice slope, which leaves the neighbouring ice stream drainage networks vulnerable to
minor changes in ice thickness. It is perhaps no surprise then that ice-stream stagnation interpreted to indicate meltwater capture has been observed between two of the
contemporary ice streams in this region (Anandakrishnan and Alley, 1997; Vaughan
et al., 2008). Our analysis suggests this may have been a common occurrence during
the last deglaciation, with implications for ice stream behaviour.
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The abundance of subglacial lakes is simulated to decline as the GrIS waned, and as
the ice-sheet shrank so too did the propensity for subglacial lake genesis (Fig. 8). This
is attributed to changes in the ice-surface slope (Fig. 9); subglacial lake formation is
favoured when a greater proportion of the ice sheet is flat and when the mountainous
rim no longer coincides with the steep ice-sheet margin. In addition, Fig. 8b demonstrates how the percentage of the ice-sheet bed occupied by subglacial lakes changed
more rapidly (i.e. the gradient was steeper) during the initial stages of deglaciation
(19–10 thousand years ago) when the ice-sheet was larger (Fig. 8b). This implies that
subglacial lakes are more sensitive to changes in ice-sheet size when the ice sheet is
larger (i.e. for a given change in ice-sheet area the change in subglacial lake extent is
of a higher magnitude).
When the GrIS had expanded onto the continental shelf (19–11 thousand years ago)
> 40 % of the simulated subglacial lakes lay outside of the present-day ice-margin,
and would therefore have emerged from under the ice. Other lakes formed within the
1195
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speculated that with higher resolution bed topographies many more smaller subglacial
lakes below the resolution of the grid would be predicted in the rugged mountainous
hinterlands. This view is supported by the frequency histogram distributions (Fig. 4)
and data for Antarctica (Table 1), which reveals the large number of lake simulations
below 5 km, and the improved success rate with higher resolutions respectively. The
analysis therefore implies that whilst no subglacial lakes have been found beneath the
GrIS to date, the ice- and bed-topographies do permit limited lake formation, although
with a different distribution, size and depth to those beneath Antarctica (see also Livingstone et al., 2012). We therefore predict that it is a matter of time before subglacial
lakes are also identified beneath Greenland and that our lake prediction locations (both
present day and during deglaciation) may provide useful targets for geophysical studies
to discover lakes.
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The dendritic pattern of subglacial meltwater flow-pathways simulated in this study
(Fig. 5) is consistent with the results of Lewis and Smith (2009), and also broadly similar in form to that simulated beneath the AIS. The simulated evolution of the subglacial
drainage network since the LGM (Fig. 6) demonstrates the susceptibility of some localities of the ice sheet to subglacial drainage switches, driven by subtle changes in icesurface and bed geometry. Significantly, some of the major present-day ice streams,
such as NEGIS and Jakobshavn, display significant changes to their subglacial water
flowpaths over time (Fig. 6). As for Antarctica, we predict drainage shifts could play
a crucial role in controlling ice-streaming and behaviour.
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bounds of the present-day ice-sheet, but predicted to have drained (Fig. 8) may have
survived deglaciation due to the ice-surface flattening feedback (see Sect. 5.1.3).
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– The Shreve hydraulic potential equation and simple routing mechanisms in a GIS
can be used to successfully identify a high percentage (> 70 %) of the known
subglacial lakes beneath the AIS. Significantly, we demonstrate how known subglacial lakes are predicted despite their surface-level being used to calculate the
bed-topography and ice thicknesses used in the calculations. We reason this is
because: (i) most lakes are not completely full (i.e. at intermediate states of filling);
and (ii) the grid-resolution smooth’s out the base-level at which drainage may occur. In particular, the larger subglacial lakes are easiest to predict, although these
make up only a small percentage of the overall distribution of lake sizes.
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– Modelling the present-day drainage networks beneath the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets have elucidated major meltwater routeways and the form they
take. In Antarctica dendritic, angular, convergent and parallel drainage routeways
have all been simulated, which have been related to underlying (ice and bed)
slope and structural controls.
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– We illustrate how the subglacial lake – ice-surface flattening feedback means
many present-day subglacial lakes have been inherited from past ice-sheet configurations, and would have already drained without this stabilizing effect. Moreover, the resultant hysteresis, whereby a retreating ice-sheet will have many more
subglacial lakes than one advancing, has implications for ice-stream formation
and flow, bed lubrication and meltwater drainage.
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15

– By applying the same method to the GrIS we demonstrate the potential for subglacial lake formation at its bed. However, in contrast to Antarctica the subglacial
lakes are shown to occupy a smaller fraction of the grounded ice-sheet bed and
are characteristically small features. Their relative rarity is a result of steep surface
gradients (Figs. 8 and 9).
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– The simulations produce significantly more subglacial lakes than those presently
identified beneath the AIS. Thus, a large percentage of simulated subglacial lakes
do not correspond to known subglacial lake locations. Such a discrepancy is
thought to primarily stem from an incomplete knowledge of the bed. And although
we simplify the hydrological system, which will certainly result in an additional
error term, we also suggest that hundreds if not thousands of subglacial lakes,
particularly smaller ones, are yet to be found. These lake predictions might therefore form useful targets for future radar surveys.
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– The evolution of the Greenland and Antarctic subglacial drainage networks were
assessed by simulating basal meltwater flow at discrete time intervals over the last
21 000 yr. We reveal key sectors of the two ice sheets that have been vulnerable to
past drainage switches. In particular, neighbouring ice-stream drainage networks
(e.g. the Siple Coast sector, AIS and the NEGIS, Greenland) with their low-angled
slopes are shown to be particularly sensitive to small changes in ice-geometry.
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has the benefit of comprehensive information on the bed properties, but relies on
modelled ice-surface topographies.
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Subglacial lake predictions

BEDMAP2
(1 km)

BEDMAP2
(F = 0.75)

BEDMAP2
(1 km, smoothed)

BEDMAP2
(5 km)

BEDMAP2
(10 km)

ALBMAP
(5 km)

ALBMAP
(5 km, smoothed)

1st order prediction
c
Warm-bedded
Densely-surveyed blocksb

31250
12662
4296

22898
8665
–

7328
3191
1620

1581
719
373

984
611
183

1629
1089
–

418
260
–

Percentage
of known
a
lakes
predicted

1st order prediction
Known lakes ≥ 5 km
c
Warm-bedded
Warm-bedded and with
known lakes ≥ 5 km
b
Densely-surveyed blocks
Densely-surveyed blocks with
known lakes ≥ 5 km

70.47
85.59
70.75
87.64

77.72
94.07
77.87
93.26

54.92
74.58
58.1
78.65

28.76
52.54
31.62
58.43

24.35
42.37
28.85
55.06

31.09
47.46
36.36
57.3

14.51
32.2
18.18
35.96

63
94.34

–
–

52.5
84.91

30
64.15

25
50.94

–
–

–
–

1st order prediction
Simulated subglacial lakes ≥ 5 km2
Warm-beddedc
Warm-bedded and simulated
subglacial lakes ≥ 5 km2
Densely-surveyed blocksb
Densely-surveyed blocks and simulated
subglacial lakes ≥ 5 km2

2.88
6.84
4.82
8.6

1.97
3.71
3.14
5.33

4.57
8.58
7.3
11.03

7.91
N/A
13.21
N/A

10.87
N/A
14.07
N/A

8.9
N/A
9.64
N/A

11.24
N/A
15.38
N/A

4.7
11.47

–
–

6.6
15.56

11.8
N/A

18.6
N/A

–
–

–
–

a

|

known lakes derived from Wright and Siegert (2011);
b
Densely-surveyed blocks of radio-echo sounding data, where gridding artefacts are less prevalent (F = 0.75 and ALBMAP not included in these calculations);
c
Warm-bedded refers to the inclusion of modelled basal temperate Pattyn (2010).
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Table 1. Predicted AIS subglacial lake statistics.
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Table 2. Ice surface flattening feedback and subglacial lake inheritance: the second to fifth rows
illustrate the percentage of known subglacial lakes predicted by each of the modelled deglacial
timeslices (20, 15, 10 and 5 thousand year intervals). The sixth row is the percentage of known
subglacial lakes predicted by the summed deglacial timeslices, and the final two rows combine
the summed deglacial timeslices with the 1st order and smoothed BEDMAP2 simulations. See
text for detailed explanation.
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Fig. 1. Simulated subglacial drainage pathways and subglacial lakes beneath the AIS. (A) No basal thermal regime;
(B) basal thermal regime (from Pattyn, 2010). In (A), the four dark-green dotted circles illustrate the different types of
drainage pattern (after Twidale, 2004) that characterise the bed of Antarctica (A: classical dendritic; B: angulate; C:
convergent; and D: parallel). In (B), the blue colour illustrates regions below the pressure melting point. This is used
as a simple mask to remove all subglacial lakes that fall within the cold-bedded zones. Note, the subglacial drainage
network is still treated as though the bed was wholly warm based.
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Fig. 2. Simulated subglacial drainage pathways and subglacial lakes at 5, 10, 15 and 20
thousand-year timeslices during the deglaciation of the AIS. The model used is from Whitehouse et al., 2012.
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Fig. 3. Simulated subglacial drainage pathways and lakes at 5, 10, 15 and 20 thousand-year
timeslices during the deglaciation of the Siple Coast sector of the AIS. The model used is (from
Whitehouse et al., 2012). The bar charts illustrate the area of significant drainage basins and
correspond to the numbering on the maps. The pale-grey dotted lines divide drainage basins.
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Fig. 4. The distribution of simulated subglacial lake areas. Histograms of Antarctic subglacial
lakes are cut at 55 km2 , and Greenland subglacial lakes at 250 km2 .
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Fig. 5. Simulated subglacial drainage pathways and subglacial lakes beneath the GrIS. (A)
Illustrates the relationship with bed and ice-surface topographies and observed hydrological
outlets (from Lewis and Smith, 2009); and (B) illustrates the relationship with ice-surface velocities (Joughin et al., 2010). The six largest drainage catchments (DC) are also listed.
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Fig. 7. Subglacial lake likelihood maps for: (A) F = 1; and (B) F = 0.75. The likelihood is the
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Fig. 9. Bed and ice surface profiles for the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets. Profiles corre-

slopes than the Antarctic Ice Sheet, which because of its size, is characterised by large swathes
of relatively flat regions in the interior.
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